ABSTRACT
Introduction
Rosetta is ESA's comet orbiter mission, launched in March 2004 and currently en route to Jupiterfamily comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (hereafter 67P/C-G). The probe will rendez-vous with the comet in 2014 and remain in the vicinity of the nucleus for on-going detailed physical and compositional analysis. While the original target of this mission was studied extensively, we are only now beginning to build up a detailed picture of the bulk physical properties of the nucleus of the new target, as well as its heliocentric lightcurve behaviour. Such knowledge is invaluable with regard to mission planning and science scenarios. Both the size and shape of the nucleus are critical issues that bear directly on the operation of the Rosetta orbiter and on the success of the lander package. Also, such a mission will provide a unique opportunity to test ground based observing techniques. For example, using multiple rotational lightcurves obtained at a range of observational geometries can allow a detailed shape model and pole orientation to be derived. Additionally, using mean magnitude estimates at a wide range of phase angles can allow one to characterize the surface roughness of the nucleus via Hapke modelling (Hapke 2002 , Lederer et al. 2005 . The only way to definitively test these models is via in-situ analysis.
Comet 67P/C-G orbits the Sun every 6.57 years and is a member of the low inclination Jupiterfamily of comets. Prior to its consideration as a potential Rosetta target, very little was known about the nucleus properties. Ground-based observations in April-May 1991 (Mueller 1992) suggested that the mean effective radius is 2.8 ± 0.1 km (assuming an albedo of 0.04) and that the nucleus has an axial ratio a/b > 1.7, where a and b are the axes of the assumed prolate ellipsoid nucleus.
However, a complete description of the analysis and results was never published. Subsequent observations using the 1m JKT only established an upper limit for the radius of 2.9 km (Lowry et al. 1999 ). In March 2003, Philippe Lamy and colleagues were granted director's discretionary time to observe 67P/C-G using the Planetary Camera on the Hubble Space Telescope (Lamy et al. 2006 ).
The comet was at 2.52 AU from the Sun at the time of the observations and was substantially active. By taking advantage of the high angular resolution offered by the HST Lamy et al. were able to detect the rotational signature of the nucleus by applying a coma subtraction method. Applying Based on observations collected at the European Southern Observatory, Chile, under programme IDs:
073.C-0061(A), 075.C-0247(A), 079.C-0384(A), and 079.C-0384(B). Table ? ? is only available in electronic form at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/A+A/ both Phase Dispersion Minimization and Fourier analysis techniques to their time series R-filter magnitudes yielded a best fit nucleus rotational period of 12.30 ± 0.27 hrs. The resulting mean effective radius was found to be 1.98 ± 0.02 km, for an assumed albedo of 0.04.
The first direct observations of the nucleus were obtained using ground-based telescopes by our team. Optical imaging observations were performed at the ESO 3.6m NTT, Chile, in February & April 2004 and May 2005 (also see Lowry et al. 2006) , as the comet was passing through aphelion.
Observing comets at large heliocentric distances (>3 AU) has proven to be an effective means of directly observing the nucleus due to much decreased or negligible coma activity. Rosetta will encounter the comet at around 4 AU from the Sun. When our observations were taken it was not yet known how active the comet would be in this part of its orbit. Our observations showed that the comet was barely active, if at all, and certainly not one of a significant group of JFCs that are vigorously active over their entire orbits (eg. Lowry et al. 2010 , Fernández et al. 2008 , Kelley et al. 2008 , Snodgrass et al. 2010 . This is rather fortunate for the mission, as there is an opportunity to monitor the progressive increase in activity much closer to an inactive state than may otherwise have been possible with comet 46P/Wirtanen.
An extensive database of nucleus observations has since been acquired, not only from large ground-based telescopes like the ESO VLT (Tubiana et al. 2008 (Tubiana et al. & 2011 , but also at thermal-IR wavelengths from Spitzer (Kelley et al. 2006 , Lamy et al. 2008 . More details on all of these campaigns are discussed later in the paper. Agarwal et al. (2010) presents observations of the dust trail at optical and thermal-IR wavelengths as the comet passed through aphelion from [2004] [2005] [2006] . The ESO 2.2m and Spitzer were used.
In this paper we present all of our observations from the ESO NTT. Preliminary analysis of part of our complete dataset has been presented elsewhere (Lowry et al. 2006 , Lamy et al. 2007 ). Our aim here is to present a complete and finalized analysis of our data, with the ultimate aim, and the long-term aim of our programme, of linking all of the current and published nucleus photometry that may be available into a single shape and spin model, which can also be used to perform a detailed thermophysical analysis of its surface.
In Section 2 we discuss our observations in detail, as well as the photometric analysis methods that were applied to the data to extract the nucleus rotational lightcurves. We then go on to discuss other published optical datasets that are to be used in our shape and spin state modelling, discussed in Section 3. Using this shape model, we then applied a new thermophysical modelling method to characterize the thermal properties of the nucleus surface, such as albedo, thermal inertia, surface roughness, as well as nucleus physical dimensions (Section 4). All available Spitzer data on the nucleus was incorporated into this analysis. No thermal-IR data exists from the ground due to the intrinsic faintness of the inactive nucleus of this comet. An overall summary of the main results obtained is presented in Section 5.
Optical Observations and Data Analysis
We conducted a series of observing runs at the 3. (Lamy et al. 2006) and noted a rotation period of just over 12 hrs.
This information was used to plan our observing strategy for this run. We observed the comet for 3 nights over a 5 night period (with 1-night intervals) to allow 100% of the rotational phase to be covered. We cycled through the filter sequence RVRIR each night, and full rotational lightcurves in all three passbands were obtained, allowing detailed inspection of surface colours at all rotational phases.
Extraction of the R-filter photometric lightcurves involved first dividing the full R-filter image list into groups of 6, or more in a few cases if the signal level from the comet was relatively low. These groups were then co-added first according to the rates of motion of the comet during the time-range of that group, and then a second co-added image was created, by registering and stacking this same set of images on the stars. As all images were sidereally tracked, with the exposure times set low enough that the motion across the chip within a given 100s exposure produced negligible trailing, we were then able to reliably reconstruct the background PSF as if we had a single continuous 600s exposure differentially tracked at the comet's rates. This in turn allowed us to apply aperture corrections much more effectively. For a given co-added image we then set the cometary photometric aperture radius at some multiple of the seeing for that combined image, and repeated this in a consistent manner for each group. A selection of stars was identified and used as comparison stars. Once relative R-filter lightcurves were successfully extracted we set about calibrating them using standard stars from the Landolt catalogue (Landolt 1992) . Our best night was on night 2, which displayed photometric conditions for the entire night. We took the opportunity to obtain calibration images at the comet's position on the preceding and succeeding nights, in all three filters, for calibration purposes. Analysis of the data was successful, and the rotational signature of the nucleus was clearly detected at all passbands. For the coma search we stacked all R-filter images for a given night on the comet and compared the brightness profile with the stellar profile from the same image set stacked on the stars (see Figure 1) . The pre-coaddition method for the lightcurve extraction was very necessary to detect the rotation lightcurve of the nucleus. Simply extracting the relative magnitudes directly from each 100s exposure and taking a 6-point average afterwards resulted in low S/N random scatter. The extracted magnitudes are listed in Table ? ?. The dust trail was not detected on any of our NTT images including the stacked R-filter images. This is not surprising given our surface brightness lower limit for detection of ∼ 26.4 magnitudes/arcsec 2 , for the co-added R-filter image for night 2. Tubiana et al. (2008) measure an R-filter surface brightness for the trail of ∼ 28 magnitudes/arcsec 2 using the larger VLT facility, when the comet was at smaller heliocentric and geocentric distances of 4.89 AU and 4.29 AU, respectively, and phase angle of 10.3
• . Scale this value according to the observational geometry of our NTT observations, and the trail is ∼ 1.7 magnitudes/arcsec 2 too faint for detection.
Selected key preliminary results from these data were presented in Lowry et al. (2006) and Lamy et al. (2007) , and included a Fourier analysis of the R-filter lightcurve which gave a bestfit synodic rotation period of 12.72 ± 0.05 hours. The observed brightness range of 0.38 ± 0.04 magnitudes implied a projected nucleus axial ratio of 1.42 ± 0.05. The mean R-filter magnitude was 22.41 ± 0.03, which corresponds to mean nucleus effective radius of 2.26 ± 0.03 km, for an assumed albedo and linear phase coefficient of 0.04 and 0.04 mag./deg., respectively. Assuming the same albedo gives projected semi-axial dimensions of around 2.94 ± 0.15 and 2.07 ± 0.04 km, although this should be revised downwards as the albedo is somewhat larger as we show later (also see - Kelley et al. 2009 , Lamy et al. 2008 ). These observations were the first time-series imaging to be taken of the comet at large heliocentric distances, and showed that the nucleus was likely to be inactive or close to inactive during the initial approach phase of Rosetta. The comet was observed at opposition with an average phase angle of just 0.46 degrees. Our three nights of VRI-band imaging span a phase angle range of 0.07-0.84 degrees, allowing the opposition surge to be sampled.
The 2nd of our main data sets include 3 nights of observations taken in July 16-19-22, 2007 (R h = 4.63 AU [inbound]). As with the May 2005 run, we used EMMI and incorporated an interval between each night of observation to ensure 100% coverage of the rotational phase, while making optimal use of the telescope. On this occasion a 2-night interval was used due to NTT scheduling constraints. The rotational signature of the nucleus was again clearly detected at all passbands and there was no indication of resolved coma activity. These July '07 observations are particularly important as they were taken around the same orbital position that the comet is expected to have during the initial approach phase of Rosetta. Extraction of the relative photometric lightcurves was performed using the same approach as in the May 2005 data set. However, in this case the comet was passing through a dense stellar region. Care was taken to identify those frames that may have some flux excess at the comet's position due to contamination from a nearby star, and subtract from each affected image a star-only image of that field (obtained through a median combination of comet frames taken before and after the image). This worked well, but the quality of the resulting photometry was not quite as good as the May 2005 case. Unfortunately the data from July 22 was deemed too unreliable due to the dense stellar field, and excluded from the analysis. Photometric calibration was performed in the normal manner using Landolt standards. A mean R-filter absolute magnitude of 15.35 ± 0.04 was observed ('Reduced' magnitude m R(1,1,α) = 15.80), along with a colour index of (V-R) = 0.548 ± 0.050.
A further 1/2-night of NTT time was allocated to this programme and scheduled for Sept. 13,
2007 to obtain VRI-band data (R h = 4.40 AU [inbound], ∆ = 4.25 AU, α = 13.21
• ). The aim here was to acquire a partial lightcurve at VR-passbands to measure the mean brightness at a relatively large phase angle. 3×210s, 2×400s, 3×600s images were taken in each of the V and R filters spanning a continuous 6 hour period, to measure the full apparent magnitude brightness range of the nucleus, as opposed to a full lightcurve that could be used in any shape modelling analysis.
Unfortunately, seeing was very poor throughout the run and a detection was not possible even by co-adding the data. Fortunately we were able to use unpublished brightness measurements obtained at the VLT based on an actual detection, and taken on Aug. and Oct. 2007 at similar phase angles to our Sep. 2007 NTT data set. These provided important substitute brightness measurements at phase angles of ∼ 10.1-12.5
• (Snodgrass et al. 2012a Finally, a small data set was acquired using the SuSI2 imaging system on the NTT, on 26th
February 2004. On this occasion the phase angle was at ∼ 11.5
• , giving us another important datapoint at a larger phase angle than our other NTT datasets where we have full lightcurve data.
As with the VLT data from Snodgrass et al. (2012a) , a magnitude correction is needed based on the rotation phase and shape model orientation at the time the data was taken. SuSI2 uses two 2k × 4k
CCDs, and has a FOV of ∼5.5 ×5.5 and pixel scale of 0.166 /pixel. Four 300s images were taken in each of the BVR filters, while cycling through the filters. Conditions were photometric and the comet was clearly detected in each filter. Each set was stacked on the comet and apparent magnitudes were measured using aperture corrections on several relatively bright stars nearby. 
Other Optical Data Included in the Analysis
In addition to the unpublished short image sequences from the VLT (see Section 2), several nucleus photometry datasets are available in the literature, which we can incorporate into our analysis, especially the shape and spin state modelling component. The first of these are from Lamy et al. roughly the same time period as our data. As with our campaign, the comet was targeted when it was at large heliocentric distances. The heliocentric distance and phase angle ranged from ∼4.62-5.62 AU, and 0.5-10.5
• , respectively. The observations focused on time-series R-filter imaging with the FORS instrument. Due to the much larger aperture used no co-addition of multiple images was required for the extraction of a useful lightcurve data point. A total of 10 nightly datasets were used in our analysis, comprising 295 individual lightcurve magnitudes. A full listing of datasets used can be seen in Table 1 .
Nucleus Shape and Spin State Modelling
Typically, a large number of lightcurves spanning a wide range of observing geometries are required to derive a reliable shape and spin state model. The observing geometry of 67P/C-G does not change significantly during the course of the ground-based observations presented here, due to the low orbital inclination of the comet and the necessity of performing the observations when the comet was at large heliocentric distances. At these distances we believe the comet was inactive, thus negating the effects of coma contribution to the nucleus brightness. This is due to the comet's heliocentric lightcurve behaviour throughout the entire ground-based datasets considered here, which was consistent with an inert body. The observer-centered Ecliptic longitude varied by approximately 100 degrees while the observer-centered Ecliptic latitude varied by only 15 degrees.
This makes accurate shape modelling more difficult since we are receiving shape information from a reduced proportion of the nucleus surface.
Reconstruction of a shape model from lightcurve inversion techniques also naturally relies upon the accurate measurement of the sidereal rotation period. As an initial step in this process we performed a least squares Fourier fit of all of the lightcurve data to determine an estimate for the rotation period. The resulting periodogram is plotted in Figure 2 . The best fit solution was found to be approximately 12.41 hours with another potential solution at 12.76 hours. The resulting folded lightcurves for both rotation periods are also plotted in Figure 2 . Although the fit appears reasonable in the case of the 12.41 hours solution, on closer inspection we found that the phase of individual lightcurves did not appear to correspond to the expected phase of the folded lightcurve. We therefore rejected this period solution in favour of the solution at 12.76 hours, which folds quite well. As an additional check we isolated some of the more densely-sampled and wellcovered lightcurves, and again applied least squares fitting to a Fourier series. This resulted in period solutions consistently in the range 12.6 to 12.9 hours. Of course, this method does not give the sidereal rotation period, but rather an average of multiple synodic rotation periods.
To determine an initial estimate for the sidereal rotation period, we used the methods of Kaasalainen et al. (2001a Kaasalainen et al. ( , 2001b and our customized version of the software described byĎurech et al. (2010) . This works by fitting a sidereal rotation period and shape model simultaneously to the lightcurve data for six random poles spread throughout the celestial sphere. At each pole location the rotation period and shape model are optimised using a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm as described by Press et al. (1992) . Essentially, model lightcurves are generated and compared with the observational data with the fitted parameters adjusted simultaneously to minimize fit residuals. The spin rate of the model is the sidereal rotation period, as the geometry vectors between the Earth, comet and Sun are computed beforehand. The resulting artificial lightcurves are then equivalent to the observed 'synodic' lightcurves, automatically negating the need to apply corrections to the JDs of the data points due to varying geometry between the datasets via some approximation method like the 'PAB' method (see below). We set our initial sidereal period scanning range to 12.4-12.9
hours based on our initial estimate above. The best fitting period was found to be at 12.761 hours.
Since this method relies on an optimisation method and is not a direct measurement per se, no formal error was established, nor needed at this stage. The rotation period corresponded fairly well to previous estimates (see below).
To determine the pole solution we performed the same operation over the entire pole space. To do this we constructed a 5 × 5 degree grid of potential pole locations and used lightcurve inversion to optimise a shape model at each trial pole, using the estimated sidereal rotation period of 12.761
hours. The lightcurves were treated as relative throughout our analysis so scattering parameters were not optimised in the process. This does not affect the shape of the comet nucleus, only its size scale. By using calibrated lightcurves the scattering function could also be estimated, but this was not critical for our analysis. Again a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is used to determine the optimal values for the various parameters which determine the shape of the nucleus at each pole location. The parameters varied during this process were the coefficients used in the Laplace series to generate the facet areas. The period and pole were not optimised during this process and 50
iterations were used to determine the best potential shape for the given pole and rotation period.
A chi-squared value was returned for each pole location indicating the level of agreement between the potential model and data. The lowest chi-squared value and thus best pole solution was located
With a confident pole solution at hand we can now apply a semi-independent method to constrain the sidereal rotation period, and iterate this back into the pole search for a more refined pole measurement, and thus more reliable shape. The main difficulty in successfully measuring the sidereal rotation period of the nucleus is due to the changing geometry of the various observations. As already noted the observer-centred Ecliptic latitude does not vary strongly due to the low inclination of the comet, but the observer-centred Ecliptic longitude varied by up to 100 degrees. The result of this variation is that lightcurve maxima or minima might be observed earlier or later than expected.
Upon phasing the lightcurves from various observational geometries we can arrive at an erroneous rotation period solution. This can be avoided by correcting the times of the lightcurve datapoints to the same observing geometry. This is achieved by determining the movement of the phase angle bisector (PAB) between the various observations (eg. Magnusson 1989) . We then determine the small shifts in the times of the data points. However, knowledge of the spin axis orientation is required before this can be achieved, since it is the movement of the PAB vector projected onto the equatorial plane of the body which is important. The best pole solution was then used to determine the movement of the PAB vector with respect to the comet's equatorial plane for each dataset. The time of each lightcurve data point was then shifted by the appropriate amount. The sidereal rotational period was measured to be 12.76137 ± 0.00006 hours via least-squares fitting of a Fourier series, and is somewhat larger than a previous measurement of 12.7047 ± 0.0011 hours (Tubiana et al. 2008) . The periodogram and folded lightcurve are shown in Figure 2 . The match between the individual lightcurves and the fitted lightcurve was much improved over previous attempts. To refine our pole measurement the pole grid was searched again, this time over a 1 × 1 degree grid using the new period measurement, which was of course held fixed. The best pole was found to be at Ecliptic coordinates: λ = 78
• and β = +58
• . Formal error bars are ±10 • , the determination of which will be discussed in Section 3.1. New time-shifts were calculated for the lightcurve data points using this updated pole solution.
The new PAB-based sidereal period solution did not change significantly and further iterations were deemed unnecessary. Figure 3 shows the variation in chi-squared with pole location. A second unrelated, yet equally good, solution is uncovered at around λ = 278
• . However we believe we can exclude this second solution based on previous observational constraints (see odds with previous observational constraints, we opt to discount the potential solution at longitude ∼ 280
• . Our final shape solution was constructed using the programme conjgrad (Ďurech et al.
2010
) with the measured period of 12.76137 ± 0.00006 hours and corresponding pole at λ = 78
• . The program was allowed to use 100 iterations to arrive at the best fit shape. The final convex shape model is displayed in Figure 5 with views along the x, y, and z axes. Also see Figure 7 , which compares each observational lightcurve with its corresponding model lightcurve, generated using the shape and spin-state model.
Shape Model Variants and Pole Uncertainties
While the overall combined dataset is one of the most extensive datasets obtained for a presumably inactive nucleus, the data is of relatively low S/N compared to asteroid datasets, for which this kind of shape modelling is normally applied. It is therefore particularly important to investigate how reliable our best-fit shape model is, or at least its overall relative axial lengths. We therefore set about quantifying; a) how 'flexible' we can be in our best-fit shape while still producing a statistically meaningful fit to the data, b) the formal statistical uncertainties in our rotation pole measurement, given this measure of flexibility, c) and as a final step we generated several shape model variants to assess the stability of our shape model as the pole is varied across its formal 3-σ uncertainties.
For step 'a', we took our best-fit shape model and transformed the relative sizes of the axial dimensions of the model by stretching the model along each principal axis at random increments to include all realistic axial ratios. We then used all the new shape model permutations to generate new sets of model lightcurves for comparison with the data via chi-squared fitting. Our best-fit sidereal rotation period and pole solution remained fixed at each iteration. Note that we decided not to add small-scale features as a degree of freedom in this analysis, given the low S/N of the data. Our aim was to generate a 3-D grid of chi-squared values at all realistic stretching factors along the three principal axes. In order to display the results from this analysis in a convenient manner, we plotted the 2-D chi-squared grids in each of the a − b, a − c, and b − c planes (in each case the third axis is kept constant at its best-fit value, i.e. the scaling factor is kept at a value of 1). This is illustrated in Figure 6 . We display the results this way because if we let all three axes vary simultaneously we would get an infinite number of best fit values when all three axes are increased or decreased by the same fraction, as opposed to a 3-D error ellipsoid. The best-fit axial lengths are located at the origin -the abc correspond to the xyz axes in Figure 5 . We find that a, b, and c can vary by as much as 7%, and still result in a statistically meaningful fit, at the 3-σ level. As we are not considering smaller scale features, this percentage may be slightly larger.
To investigate how flexible the pole can be in a more formal manner, we first took our best-fit shape and assigned a series of pole orientations to it, covering a 1×1 degree grid around our best fit solution. Again, the sidereal rotation period always remains fixed throughout. For each pole location, we generated new model lightcurves for chi-squared fitting with the data. This returned a formal 3-σ error ellipse, illustrated in Figure 6 . We determined how this 3-σ region grows when we factor in the full 3-σ range of the shape-model axial lengths. As expected, this enlarges the 3-σ confidence region considerably. The formal uncertainties are ±8
• in Ecliptic longitude and ±10 • in
Ecliptic latitude, which we round off to ±10
• for both parameters, given the approximate nature of this approach. We regard these uncertainties as good estimates but not necessarily definitive values.
Finally, we generated a series of shape model variants for various extreme values of the pole location, based on these formal 3-σ uncertainties. While there are some minor differences, the overall shape remains satisfactorily stable across each variant. While lightcurve inversion techniques cannot provide a detailed picture of the nucleus, we find that this technique, with these data, do provide strong constraints on the overall relative dimensions of the nucleus, specifically the axial ratios (which can be appropriately size-scaled with sufficient supporting thermal-IR data). Some 
Phase Darkening Behaviour
We used our new data to determine an independent value for the phase darkening coefficient. Our model allowed us to reliably incorporate our snapshot observations taken at the NTT in February 2004 (α = 11.47
• ) and unpublished magnitudes from the VLT, taken at phase angles of 10.1-
12.5
• and thus greatly extending our phase angle coverage. The problem with these datasets is that the rotational phase is not known, which therefore could lead to greatly increased uncertainties in the measured phase darkening coefficient if such data are included (it's the lightcurve midpoints that we need to determine). Our shape and spin-state model provides a solution to this issue. For each nightly dataset we generated a model lightcurve, that allowed us to ascertain what shift factor needed to be applied to the average measured magnitude of each dataset to ascertain the lightcurve midpoint magnitude for each dataset. We repeated the process for all other datasets even though lightcurves were obtained. In these cases we generated the model lightcurve for each nightly data set, shifted each magnitude datapoint accordingly, then took the nightly averages of the corrected magnitudes. The uncertainty is the standard deviation of the resulting magnitudes.
We used the HG system (Bowell et al. 1989) to characterize the phase darkening behaviour of the nucleus and its absolute magnitude, H R(1,1,0) . Our best-fit values for both parameters are: G = 0.11 ± 0.12 and H R(1,1,0) = 15.31 ± 0.07 which are determined from chi-squared fitting, the results of which are shown in Figure 8 along with the 1-3σ co-variance ellipses. This fit is very satisfactory with very little scatter. We also fit a linear phase function, in the form m R(1,1,α) ∝ βα, for comparison with previous results. A least squares fit gives a phase function slope of β = 0.059 ± 0.006 and H R(1,1,0) = 15.43 ± 0.04. The fit is reasonably acceptable when the extremes of the errors are taken into account, which implies that an opposition surge may not be required to explain the phase behaviour. The derived slope is shallower than that found by Tubiana et al.
(2008) (β = 0.076 ± 0.003), but closer to the average value for Jupiter Family comets of β = 0.053 (Snodgrass et al. 2011) . While the formal uncertainty in our β value is larger than Tubiana et al., we note that the error bar on their result is likely underestimated, as it is derived from a global search to solve simultaneously for phase function and rotation period, rather than the formal uncertainty on the linear fit to the points shown in their Figure 5 .
While not included in our fit, we overplot the HST data (Lamy et al. 2006 ) and the VLT data (Tubiana 2008) for comparison. The scaling method outlined above was also applied to these data for consistency. The scatter is increased somewhat, perhaps due to imperfections in the calibration process, or over-removal of coma in the case of the HST data. An independent treatment of the data for consistency with our reduction methods is beyond the scope of this work, so we opt to quote best-fit HG parameters using just our NTT data and the unpublished magnitudes from the VLT.
These parameters are important for the thermophysical modelling discussed in Section 4 below.
Additional Discussion
Our shape model with a constant sidereal rotation period fits all data very well and now allows accurate predictions of rotational phase, lightcurve shape, and thermal-IR flux levels throughout New lightcurve extraction procedures are constantly being developed and refined, which are particularly powerful at extracting rotational signatures from moving objects in very crowded stellar fields (Snodgrass et al. 2012b 
Thermophysical Modelling
The lightcurve-derived shape model and spin state can be combined with thermal-IR flux measure- Table 1 ). A dust trail was still visible in the thermal-IR images of both data sets, which required subtraction of a modelled dust trail flux from the total flux in order to arrive at the flux emitted by the nucleus. Using an earlier version of the 67P/C-G shape model and a thermophysical model, Lamy et al. (2008) derive a mean effective radius of 1.93-2.03 km, and an R-band albedo of 0.039-0.043 using an R-band absolute magnitude of 15.46. These quantities were derived by making the assumptions that the level of thermal inertia was low (i.e. < 20 J m −2 K −1 s −1/2 ) and that the degree of surface roughness was high (i.e. a beaming parameter of 0.85), as these properties could not be inferred from the single wavelength observations. They also note that their model cannot be fitted to the entire set of data points. In contrast, Kelley et al. (2009) use the simpler NEATM model of Harris (1998) to derive a mean effective radius of 2.04 ± 0.11 km, a beaming parameter of 0.68 ± 0.06, and an R-band albedo of 0.054 ± 0.006 using an R-band absolute magnitude of 15.35 ± 0.04. The low value of the beaming parameter strongly suggests that the surface has a low thermal inertia and a high degree of surface roughness. They also attempt to phase their thermal-IR observations with those of Lamy et al. (2008) and with R-band optical lightcurves, and notice several disagreements between the different data sets. It is speculated that the disagreements may indicate deviations in scattering and/or thermal behaviours of the surface, such as variations in albedo, thermal inertia, or surface roughness. In this section, we use these thermal-IR observations with the new shape model and spin state to provide the first measurements of the level of thermal inertia and degree of surface roughness of the 67P/C-G nucleus by using the Advanced Thermophysical Model (Rozitis & Green 2011) . Updated values of the mean effective radius and R-band albedo are also derived during the model fitting.
Thermal-Infrared Flux Fitting
The Advanced Thermophysical Model (ATPM) uses a detailed shape model, described by a mesh consisting of 1000s of triangular facets, to predict the thermal-IR emission for a range of surface and nucleus properties. For each facet of the shape model, unresolved surface roughness is represented by a fractional coverage, f R , of hemispherical craters (consisting of 100 facets), with the remaining fraction, (1− f R ), representing a smooth flat surface. The hemispherical crater is a simple way to accurately reproduce the thermal-IR beaming effect produced by a range of surface roughness morphologies and spatial scales, and has been verified by application to lunar data (Rozitis & Green 2011) . Other approaches may be applicable to comet surfaces but we do not consider them here. For specified surface and nucleus properties, the ATPM computes the surface temperature variation for each shape and roughness facet during a rotation by solving the 1D heat conduction equation with a surface boundary condition that includes direct and multiple scattered solar radiation, shadowing, and re-absorbed thermal-IR radiation from interfacing facets. Sublimation and outgassing of volatile ices is not included; however, this is a valid approximation for interpreting the 67P/C-G Spitzer observations since it is expected to be very minimal and limited to very small areas of the surface at the heliocentric distance 67P/C-G was at during the time of the observations.
To determine the thermal-IR emission, a Planck function is applied to the derived temperatures and For 67P/C-G, the free parameters to be constrained by fits to the thermal-IR observations are the effective radius, albedo, thermal inertia, and surface roughness. The effective radius and albedo are related to one another and can be considered a single free parameter. The geometric albedo, p, is related to the effective radius in km, R, by:
where H is the absolute magnitude of the nucleus, and M is the apparent magnitude of the Sun (Russell 1916 , Jewitt 1991 . Here the R-band magnitudes are used, which are H R = 15.31 ± 0.07
for 67P/C-G from above and M R = -27.14 for the Sun. The geometric albedo is related to the effective Bond albedo of the nucleus surface, A B EFF , by:
where q is the phase integral that measures the angular dependence of scattered solar radiation.
Lamy et al. (2008) assume a value of q = 0.27 that was measured for comet 19P/Borrrelly by Buratti et al. (2004) . However, we choose to use our measured value of G to derive q based on the following relation q = 0.290 + 0.684G (Bowell et al. 1989) . Since the degree of surface roughness influences the effective Bond albedo it is related to the Bond albedo of a smooth flat surface, A B , by;
where f R is the roughness fraction as before. Therefore, each effective radius and roughness fraction combination leads to a unique Bond albedo value to be used in the ATPM. However, it is computationally expensive to run ATPM for each value separately. Like Wolters et al. (2011), we run ATPM for just one Bond albedo value and perform a pseudo-correction to the predicted flux for different values. This flux correction factor, FCF, is given by;
where A B is the smooth surface Bond albedo determined by inversion of equation (3), and A B MOD is the model Bond albedo used in the ATPM. A value of A B MOD = 0.01 is assumed, and as the albedo of 67P/C-G is very low, most of the flux correction factors used in the fitting process were very near unity. Like Lamy et al. (2008) , the thermal-IR emissivity, ε, is assumed to be 0.95. Separate thermophysical models were run for thermal inertia values, Γ, ranging from 0 to 100 J m −2 K −1 s −1/2 using the best-fit shape model and spin state derived from the lightcurve inversion. Using 400 time steps and 40 depth steps to solve the 1D heat conduction equation, the ATPM typically takes between 10 and 100 revolutions to reach convergence.
The model flux predictions, F MOD (λ n , ϕ n , Γ, R, f R ), were then compared with the observations, F OBS (λ n , ϕ n ), and observational errors, σ OBS (λ n , ϕ n ), by varying the effective radius, thermal inertia, and roughness fraction to give the minimum-chi-squared fit;
for a set of N observations with wavelength λ n and rotation phase ϕ n . The total absolute errors given in Lamy et al. (2008) and Kelley et al. (2009) were used during the fitting process. As the nucleus flux measurements required subtraction of a modelled dust trail flux from the total flux to arrive at them, the nucleus flux measurement errors may not be normally distributed, which would result in elevated χ 2 values. Therefore, we chose a parameter region bounded by a constant ∆χ 2 value at the 3-σ confidence level to define the range of possible parameters. To ensure that no outlier data points and/or underestimated error bars were placing heavy constraints on this parameter region, data points that were more than 3-σ error bars away from the best-fit models were excluded during the fitting process. Also, to take into account the absolute magnitude and phase parameter uncertainties in the albedo calculations, a range of possible H and G values to use were randomly selected from normal distributions with means and widths equal to their nominal values and uncertainties respectively. As the Lamy et al. (2008) and Kelley et al. (2009) data sets used slightly different methods/techniques to obtain the nucleus fluxes we do not combine them in the fitting process.
Instead, chi-square fitting is performed on them separately to obtain consistency checks on the derived parameter values. As the Lamy et al. (2008) data set is only at a single wavelength, it cannot be used to derive the level of thermal inertia and, instead, the mean value derived from the Kelley et al. (2009) data set is assumed for it. As shown in Figure 9 , model fits to the Kelley et al. (2009) data set recreate the shape and phase of its variations only roughly, whilst the model fits to the Lamy et al. (2008) data set recreate those variations perfectly. The fit to the Lamy et al. (2008) data is much better than the model presented in their paper in which they were only able to fit to the main peak. Although all of the data points in the Kelley et al. (2009) data set fell within 3-σ error bars of the best-fit model, the flux measurements could still be contaminated slightly by dust tail and/or coma emissions which might explain why a perfect fit to the 2007 data was not obtained. The non-perfect fit could also be caused by nonuniform surface properties as already suggested by Kelley et al. (2009) . To see how much variation in the emitted thermal-IR flux could be caused by non-uniform surface properties, we allowed the roughness fraction to vary across the surface. Following the method that was first introduced in Rozitis & Green (2012) , we randomly divided the surface into 10 patches, and then assigned each patch a unique roughness fraction. These roughness fractions were randomly selected from a normal distribution with a mean of 0.9 and a 1-σ width of 0.1. However, where a randomly selected roughness fraction was less than zero it was assumed to be zero, and where a randomly selected roughness fraction was greater than one it was assumed to be one. 1000 independent realisations of the possible surface roughness distributions were then made to evaluate the degree of scatter in the emitted thermal-IR flux. The greyed out regions in Figure 9 show the 3-σ range of the possible thermal-IR fluxes for a thermal inertia of 4 J m −2 K −1 s −1/2 as a function of rotation phase. The degree of scatter is not that large and we are unable to tell if there are any variations in surface roughness from it; however, it may explain one or two slightly anomalous data points. it must be scaled to a common heliocentric distance to take into account the temperature dependence of thermal conductivity (Delbo et al. 2007 ). Assuming a common heliocentric distance of 1 AU, the scaled thermal inertia value for 67P/C-G is < 50 J m which suggests its surface consists of finer grained material. It is also much less than the average thermal inertia of 200 ± 40 J m −2 K −1 s −1/2 determined for km-sized near-Earth asteroids (Delbo et al. 2007 ). Finally, the roughness fraction of > 0.65 produces an RMS slope of > 40 • , which is greater than the ∼ 32
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• measured for the Moon (Rozitis & Green 2011) . This is to be expected as the thermal skin depth of ∼ 1 mm for 67P/C-G is much shorter than ∼ 1 cm for the Moon, and therefore allows thermal-IR beaming to be induced by a wider range of surface roughness spatial scales.
Summary of Main Conclusions
We report on optical observations that were acquired of comet 67P/C-G at the 3.6m ESO New
Technology Telescope from February 2004 to September 2007, when the comet was at heliocentric distances of 4.4-5.6 AU. We performed a detailed photometric analysis of the data to extract the nucleus lightcurves, for linkage with data available in the literature as well as some unpublished snapshot observations, for shape-model and thermophysical characterisation of the nucleus. The extent of the data that is now available on this comet presents a unique opportunity for an analysis of this kind. Our main results are as follows:
1. Our initial attempt at defining the sidereal rotation period simultaneously with the pole orientation and shape yielded a value of P sid = 12.761 hrs. Using our best fit pole solution we refined the sidereal rotation period measurement and associated uncertainty considerably to P sid = 12.76137 ± 0.00006 hrs. This was achieved by applying the Phase Angle Bisector (PAB) approximation method, which entailed shifting each datapoint in time according to its PAB orientation at the time of the observation and some initial measurement of its rotation period, then applying a straight forward Fourier analysis on the time-shifted data. This was iterated until convergence. The corresponding pole solution had the following Ecliptic coordinates:
Uncertainties are 3-σ. A second prograde pole solution was evident but was not consistent with separate measurements determined by completely independent methods, and was therefore discounted.
2. A best-fit convex triangular-facet shape model was generated with axial ratios b/a = 1.239 and c/a = 0.819. These values can vary by as much as 7% in each axis and still result in a statistically significant fit to the observational data, at the 3-σ level.
3. The nucleus phase darkening behaviour was measured and best characterized using the IAU HG 4. We performed a detailed surface thermal analysis, by incorporating our shape and spin state model and optical photometry into the new Advanced Thermophysical Model developed by Rozitis & Green (2011 , 2012 , along with all available Spitzer thermal-IR data, in this case 8-24 µm flux measurements from Lamy et al. (2008) and Kelley et al. (2009) . Our shape model combined with the ATPM can satisfactorily reconcile all optical and thermal-IR data, with the fit to the Lamy et al. data being exceptionally good. We derive a range of mutually-consistent physical parameters for each thermal-IR data set, including effective radius, geometric albedo, surface thermal inertia and roughness fraction. These values are summarized in Table 3. 5. 67P/C-G's derived low thermal inertia of <15 J m −2 K −1 s −1/2 and high roughness fraction of >0.65 are consistent with its low beaming parameter of 0.68 ± 0.06 determined by Kelley et al. (2009) . This value of thermal inertia is comparable with that measured for other comets once scaled to a common heliocentric distance, and implies a surface regolith finer than lunar surface material. 7. The comet's dust trail was too faint for detection during our observations at the NTT. Bramich, D. 2012b, Difference Image Analysis and Solar System Objects, in-preparation. Tody, D. 1986 Tubiana, C., Barrera, L., Drahus, M., et al. 2008, A&A, 490, 377. Tubiana, C., Boehnhardt, H., Agarwal J., et al. 2011 , A&A, 527, A113. Vincent, J.-B., Boehnhardt, H., Lara, L. M., et al. 2012 , A&A, submitted.
Wolters, S., Rozitis, B., Duddy, S. R., et al. 2011 , MNRAS, 418, 1246 -Snodgrass et al. (2012a ), L08 -Lamy et al. (2008 , K09 -Kelley et al. (2009) . † -Comet-spacecraft distance. ‡ -Spacecraft-comet-Sun angle.
-While colour data was taken on these runs, we present just the R-filter data here. Table 3 . ATPM derived properties of 67P/C-G using the Kelley et al. (2009) and Lamy et al. (2008) . For completeness, we investigated these conjugates by generating the mirrored shape models for each of the two best fit models (at Solutions A+B in Figure 3) , to see where their preferred pole solutions lie (marked as A c and B c on the plot above). We find that these solutions result in much poorer fits to the data, especially solution A c , which is barely defined at all. Note that the Lamy et al. (2007) value is also based on lightcurve inversion, but on just a small subset of the data used here. They also find a 2nd solution and its conjugate, marked as 'L07 (B)' and 'L07 (B c )', respectively. ig. 6. To investigate how 'flexible' we can be with our best-fit shape while still producing a statistically meaningful fit to the data, we used our best-fit shape model and transformed the relative sizes of the axial dimensions of the model by stretching the model at each principal axis at random increments to include all realistic axial ratios. We then took all the new shape model permutations to generate new sets of model lightcurves for comparison with the data via chi-squared fitting. We find that a, b, and c can vary by as much as 7%, and still result in a statistically meaningful fit, at the 3-σ level. Lower right panel: Given this measure of flexibility in the shape, we find that the uncertainties in the pole coordinates are revised upwards to ∼ ±10 • , indicated by the outer curve. The grey band indicates how the outer curve can vary when the sidereal rotation period is allowed to vary within its associated uncertainty. See Section 3.1 for full details. The overall fit is quite good with the exception of a few lightcurve segments. These cases may be due to several factors including: the presence of one or more large concavities on the surface, which this modelling procedure is not sensitive to; non-uniform surface albedo; and imperfect scaling of the lightcurves to the data, accentuating differences between the two. Best fit Linear (± 1σ) Our data + S12 L06 + T08 L06 (HST) S12 S12 Fig. 8 . We used just the HG system (Bowell et al. 1989) to characterize the phase darkening behaviour of the nucleus and its absolute magnitude, H R(1,1,0) . Our best-fit values for both parameters are: G = 0.11 ± 0.12 and 
